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The GSTHW 2018 agreed to further suspend the Commission in
Title B/Canon XXXIV to allow GSSC to continue to act as the governing body for Social
Justice while a new trial model was consolidated.
 
GSSC has now worked through the establishment of a Social Justice Unit to manage and
coordinate three tikanga Social Justice ministry and so propose to GSTHW 2020 that the
best model for the future is that GSSC continue to hold overall governing responsibility for
this critical aspect of our three tikanga ministry and be empowered to form a permanent
Sub-committee of GSSC members with power to co-opt expertise.
 
This subcommittee will report regularly to GSSC and be mandated by Canon to govern the
Social Justice Unit, develop its strategic direction, recruit and recommend staffing, manage
financial support, and be accountable for the work of the Unit to the GSSC and to GSTHW.
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GOVERNANCE &
MANAGEMENT

UPDATE

To this end the existing Unit, under GSSC governance, has secured
funding, and recruited a Social Justice Unit Manager (Ms Kristy
Boardman) to support advancing Social Justice educational priorities,
maximise existing Social Justice resources and agencies, and resource/
assist/ and advise key church leadership in Social Justice matters and
public policy.

http://www.socialjustice.nz/
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It is an important mandate of the Social Justice Unit to offer education and raise awareness
of social justice issues, leading to engagement. 
 
The main method for this is the design, transformation, commissioning and promotion of
resources to the social justice website.
 

Popular content
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socialjusticewww.                                              .nz

Over the past two years, there
have been 5,516 unique
visitors to the site, and 11,200
page views.

Most popular resource

http://www.socialjustice.nz/
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The sharing of educational resources, best
practice, and stories across our growing
Social Justice network adds an unquantifiable
benefit for all of us. Support takes on
different forms, that may or may not include
funding.

RESOURCE
CREATION &
PROMOTION

OUTPUT: A one-day workshop, with ongoing
organising group dialogue.

Collaboration for housing - In 2018 GSTHW
passed Motion 11,  which sparked new interest in
how Dioceses, parishes and individuals can use
resources to address the housing crisis. This
project seeks to inspire and equip Anglicans to
undertake initiatives to respond to the housing
crisis.

Sexual violence - Dr Emily Colgan approached
the SJU to support the development of a
face-to-face training program aimed at clergy
and lay leaders. A workshop happened in
November 2019 and was well received. The
resource is available to redeliver when needed,
but requires the appropriate person to do so
given the sensitive nature of the material.

Study on investment - Wayne Kirkland has
been commissioned to create a teaching
resource out of Motion 11- mission-aligned
investment theology, written by Rev Dr Lyndon
Drake.

Redesign of ‘Gods Earth, our Home’ - to
celebrate Earth Day’s 50th anniversary we have
redesigned and relaunched the God’s Earth, Our
Home, a 5 week study resource,  utilising
Archbishop Rowan Williams 2005 series of
lectures on his beliefs of how we are called to
live in God’s Earth.

‘Word’s that Work’ - workshop tailored for
people of faith who work in news,
communications or advocacy spaces and were
wanting to help achieve lasting change in
community attitudes regarding the rights of
people seeking asylum.
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COMMISSIONED RESOURCES

OUTPUT: Document existing and unfolding
examples of church housing initiatives, and
create a stand-alone study for small groups.

OUTPUT: A small group study guide

OUTPUT: A professionally designed 20pg PDF
small group study guide

OUTPUT: Daylong participants workshop, and
shared resources online.
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CREATION &
PROMOTION

An example of the resources currently on the SJ website:

SHARED RESOURCES
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SUPPORT OF
PORTFOLIO

GROUPS 

Establish/nurture positive working relationships across a range of experts, advocates in
membership in 6-8 Portfolio Groups (PGs).
 
Empower PG’s to and identify how and when the church should:
1. Develop educational opportunities and resources
2. Contribute to development of (government) policy
3. Speak into the public square proactively

AIMS
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SUPPORT OF
WORKING
GROUPS

This SWG, formed around the Motion 11 has met a number of times making great progress
towards identifying their workplan. To include a theology of responsible investment (already
completed); definitions of responsible investment, impact investment, ethical investment
and Mission Aligned Investment will be provided and their intersection with the theology;
trustee principles; legislative context briefing; data collection; creation of case studies. The
SJU is kept informed of their work, and previous Coordinator Paul was on the SWG.

MOTION 11:  INVESTMENT

The SJU has supported the work through a number of face to face meetings, and check-ins.
The PG has a re-energised membership, and has highlighted three priorities: mental health
and wellbeing, LGBTQI+, institutional racism. They have submitted a number of funding
proposals, including to the new initiatives fund, and the SJ Exec is working with them to
clarify and prioritise their goals and framework.

RANGATAHI PG/SWG

There is a SWG, led by Mr Fei Tevi, working towards the idea of a Climate Change
Commissioner. So far, they have commissioned two papers on the theology of climate
change, from Tikanga Maori and Tikanga Pasefika, and a roadmap has been presented to
GSSC.

MOTION 20: CLIMATE CHANGE
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LAUNCH OF TWO
NEW DIGITAL

TOOLS

One of opportunities & difficulties in our
social justice work is the nebulous web of
connections and contacts. We are not a
physical thing, but an organic network that
looks to support, resource, and promote
social justice work others are already doing.
In his SJ role, Rev Dr Paul Reynolds brought
a strength of making connections, and
building relationships with ‘doers’ out there.
The purpose of this project was to turn that
behind-the-scenes knowledge and contacts
into an interactive, living map, that others
can contribute to and feel part of.
 
We used a start-up piece of online software
called kumu – which is very engaging
visually.  
 

KUMU: PEOPLE DATABASE

In 2018 the Common Life Liturgical Commission (CLLC) received funding from SJCTB to
begin a three-year project to deliver a high-quality, indigenous, accessible app that utilizes
the Anglican Prayer book to engage youth and young adults in practices of daily prayer,
social justice, and story-telling.  
 
The app will make promotion of social justice fundamental to the experience of using the
app. Social justice content will be woven through the daily entries.
 
Natalie has been on the Tuia team, to coordinate the creation of the SJ content, and input
into the overall flow of the app. The app will launch in 2020.

TUIA APP


